Confirm your Investment
☐I have read the investor education section and understand that Real Investment are risky.
Property value may depreciate, resulting in a loss to your investment.
☐I have read and understand the terms and conditions.
☐I have read and understand the Purchase Agreement between I (the Investor) and Melky
Group.
☐I understand that Melky Group purchases the property on behalf of all investors, pending
100% of the offering is raised.
☐I understand that a Physical Copy of my Purchase Agreement will be mailed to my address
upon raising 100% funds of property value.
☐I understand that my investments are monitored by Eldib & Co and member firm of Nexia
International in Egypt.
☐I understand that Property Price include Tax Costs.
☐I understand that Melky Group holds the property and maintains it on behalf of all investors.
☐I understand that I have the right and ability to sell my property shares at any given time
through the secondary market, pending match with new investor.
☐I understand that Melky Group does not offer investment advice and that I have done my
own due diligence on this investment. I am knowledgeable enough to make my own investment decisions.
☐I understand and acknowledge that there is a commission fee of 5% of the property value
applicable to each investment.

Important Disclosure
Melky Group Products are not Insured. No Bank Guarantees. Properties May Lose Value.
MelkyGroup.com is a website owned and operate by Melky Group. All listed offerings are conducted through Melky Group Marketplace. Melky Group does not provide investment advice or
make investment recommendations. No communication, through this website or in any other
medium should be a construed as a recommendation for any listed offering on or off this investment platform. Melky Group Offerings are only intended for investors who are familiar
with and willing to accept the high risk associated with these transactions. Similarly, Regulation Crowdfunding offerings on this Site are inherently risky. These transactions are open to
all investors aged 18 or older and involve the risk of loss of an entire investment. Offerings
sold through private placements and crowdfunding are not publicly traded and are intended
for investors who do not have a need for a liquid investment. There can be no assurance the
valuation is accurate or in agreement with the market or industry valuations. Investing in private placement and crowdfunding requires high-risk tolerance, low liquidity concerns and
long term commitments. Only invest an amount of money you can afford to lose and without
changing your lifestyle. Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any National
commission or regulatory authority has recommended any investment. Investments are monitored by law firm Eldib & Co, accounting firm Nexia International and regulated by Egyptian
Law 159.

